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To the independent Fracking/CSG/Shale enquiry
Are you all aware that citizen's who know our country, the whole country, how is works
from state to state, why every state is accountable to each other, the fact we are the
2nd driest continent in the world.
The fact that the people in our parliaments are NOT our government, they are a criminal
organisation
which illegally formed & incorporated our nations assets, have embezzled them &
continue to deceive
& commit treason & espionage against Australia.
All life in our country is depending on these enquiries to help the citizen's protect our
country & all life in it.
Australia is one of the worlds most precious once protected nations for all living things,
since 1990 but especially when
the impostors enacted the code for war to create mass murder of our environment which is
beyond belief & acts of corporatism terrorism, war crimes, frauds etc, the list is large.
Every nation in the world is under attack by these so called political corporatism terrorism
members which we refer to as the UN army of total destruction, all Australian's think they
are appealing to our government but until recently thought they were.
There is no good outcome from these army members across the world, every UN agenda is
an infiltrating, war crimes agenda
to bring no peace, no solutions, nothing but harm upon those nations where there illegal
members (UN army) have infiltrated.
Either way every one knows it is the worse form of so called technology driven
globalisation resource destruction & abuses
at the costs of all life, so i only appeal to those inquiry personal on a human bases, for all
life to live & not just exist, for the future of generations, for the future of our Australia to
give life to all living things......under our true laws our Federal Constitution 1901 & all
(real) referendum attached laws, not these impostors.....
Yours sincerely

On Sat, Mar 17, 2018 at 2:29 PM, WA Fracking Inquiry
<info@frackinginquiry.wa.gov.au> wrote:
Thank you for your email regarding the Independent Scientific Panel Inquiry into
Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation in Western Australia. We will contact you if we have any
further questions.

Register that you would like to be informed about news, opportunities for feedback and

inquiry reports here: https://frackinginquiry.wa.gov.au/register-updates

